Reconstruction of Mandibular Alveolar Ridge Defects for Implant Placement: Critical Review
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Abstract

Background: Dental rehabilitation of partially or totally edentulous patients with oral implants has become a routine treatment modality in the last decades, with reliable long-term results. However, unfavorable local conditions of the alveolar ridge, due to atrophy, periodontal disease, and trauma sequelaes may provide insufficient bone volume or unfavorable vertical, horizontal, and sagittal intermaxillary relationships, which may render implant placement impossible or incorrect from a functional and esthetic viewpoint. The aim of the current review is to discuss the different strategies for reconstruction of the alveolar ridge defect for implant placement.

Study design: The study design includes a literature review of the articles that address the association between Reconstruction of Mandibular Alveolar Ridge Defects and Implant Placement.

Results: Yet, despite an increasing number of publications related to the correction of deficient alveolar ridges, much controversy still exists concerning which is the more suitable and reliable technique. This is often because the publications are of insufficient methodological quality (inadequate sample size, lack of well-defined exclusion and inclusion criteria, insufficient follow-up, lack of well-defined success criteria, etc.).

Conclusion: On the basis of available data it is difficult to conclude that a particular surgical procedure offered better outcome as compared to another. Hence the practical use of the available bone augmentation procedures for dental implants depends on the clinician’s preference in general and the clinical findings in the patient in particular. Surgical techniques that reduce trauma, preserve and augment the alveolar ridge represent key areas in the goal to optimize implant results.
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Introduction

Reliable rehabilitation of the alveolar ridge with endosseous implants requires proper quality and quantity of alveolar bone at the implant site in order to achieve a good long term prognosis. Sufficient bone volume is still considered the most important prerequisite for predictable long term prognosis for dental implant [1]. The placement of implants requires sufficient volume of sound bone in which to place the fixtures [2].

The failure rate of short implants is higher than that of longer implants and complications are more common. Insufficient bone height often means that the crown height: implant length ratio is too great, which is likely to reduce the implant’s useful life span, because of the leverage effect (degree of force acting on the implant site). It has been suggested that the length of the crown should not be more than 50% of total length of the prosthesis [3].

The minimum implant length (i.e. bone height) in an ideal bone density situation for predictable success is 10 mm. allowing a margin of 2 mm from the vital landmarks like inferior alveolar canal is recommended. Available width is defined as the distance between the buccal and lingual plates, measured at the crest. Each 1 mm increase in diameter increases the surface area by about 20 to 30% therefore increasing diameter effectively decreases crestal stress. Thus implant diameter is much more critical than its length. Implant length, on the other hand, only improves functionality of the dental implants. Bone measurements need to be made in 3 axes: the X axis: mesio-distally; Y axis: vertically; and Z axis: bucco-lingually. Unfortunately the vast majority of the patients who request restorations for missing teeth do exhibit some degree of bony deficiency by the time they present for their treatment. Alveolar ridge deficiencies may be seen in the vertical or horizontal axes, or commonly in both.

When the bone is compromised in the X axis, it can be corrected by orthodontic tooth movement. While, when the bone is compromised in the Y and Z axis and to enable placement of an implant, augmentation becomes necessary to increase the bone volume.

Teeth extraction is the main cause of alveolar ridge atrophy. Teeth may have been lost through dental disease or trauma or they may be congenitally absent. In addition, teeth may be lost as part of a surgical procedure to resect part of a jaw because of pathology such as cancer. Non-extraction aetiologies of alveolar bone loss includes denture-induced atrophy, trauma, periodontal disease, congenital alveolar defects, and tumour resection [4].

Different classifications to describe alveolar ridge defects have been published in the dental literature. The various extant defect classifications address only a subset of the possible hard-tissue defect situations, largely disregarding the overall intraoral situation and the environment of the defect. In addition, most of the current classifications didn’t address the relation between the deficiency and the reconstruction.

In 1963, Atwood included in his anatomic classification the ridge resorption in a
horizontal direction. Measurements were made in a cross section of the
mandible at the site of the central incisor.

I. Pre-extraction normal bone.
II. Post-extraction normal bone: after extraction and before
resorption started.
III. High well rounded, adequate in height and width.
IV. Knife-edge, adequate height, inadequate width.
V. Low, well rounded, inadequate height and width.
VI. Depressed ridge

Yet, it would appear obvious that, for example, the number of walls
delimiting the defect and their relationship to the overall jaw situation
significantly impacts the extent of treatment required as well as the post-
augmentation success rates. Small, localized defects with ideally shaped
hard tissue possibly bordering on still existing adjacent teeth or ridge
areas and located within the jawbone geometry (“within the contour”) are
therefore easier to reconstruct and stabilize. Furthermore, localized defects
have advantages in terms of higher regenerative capacity (originating
from the defect floor), smaller volume and lower soft-tissue pressure [6].

Review of Literature

Treatment options for alveolar ridge defects

During the past decade, ridge augmentation techniques have gained
much attention in pre-implant surgery. Various augmentation techniques
are currently in use to create sufficient bone volume for reliable placement
of endosseous implants in the case of severely resorbed alveolar ridges.

As the field of the implant dentistry is dynamic, many clinicians are
searching for pre-implant surgical procedures that are less inconvenient
to the patients and still possess the ability to create optimal circumstances
for implant placement.

Treatment of alveolar ridge defect consisted of four strategies:
Bone replacement grafts, bone manipulation procedures, distraction
osteogenesis and Bone bioengineering.

Selection of the surgical procedures for reconstruction of the alveolar
ridge defect depends on many factors; site and size of the defect,
intermaxillary relationships, donor site morbidity, thickness and height of
the available bone, biological properties of the respective bone substitute
material, and soft tissue deficiencies [7].

Bone replacement grafts

Bone replacement grafts (bone grafts and bone graft substitutes) provide
a structural framework for clot development, maturation and remodelling
that supports bone formation in osseous defects. Several categories of
canine graft and graft substitutes exist and encompass a variety of materials,
material sources, and origins. The available graft substitutes formed
from composites of one or more types of material. These composites are
generally built on a base material. Laurencin et al. [8] classification of
grafts and graft substitutes as follows:

**Harvested bone grafts and graft substitutes:** Bone grafts, endogenous
or exogenous, are often essential to provide support, fill voids, and enhance
biologic repair of skeletal defects. Limitations of use of endogenous bone
substance involve additional surgery; often resulting donor site morbidity
and limited availability. Whereas, allograft have been encountered with
risk of disease transmission, immunogenicity. Therefore, there is a
growing need for synthesis of allograft bone substitutes used alone or in
combination with other materials (e.g., Allograft (AlloSource, Centennial,
Colo), Opotome (Exactech, Inc, Gainesville, Fla), Grafton (BioHorizons,
Birmingham, Ala), OrbhoBlast (IsoTisOrthoBiologics, Irvine, Calif)) [9].

**Growth factor-based bone graft substitutes:** Natural and recombinant
growth factors used alone or in combination with other materials such as
transforming growth factor-beta (TGF-beta), platelet-derived growth
factor (PDGF), fibroblast growth factor (FGF), and bone morphogenetic
protein (BMP).

**Cell-based bone graft substitutes:** Use cells to generate new tissue
alone or are seeded onto a support matrix (e.g, mesenchymal stem cells).

**Ceramic-based bone graft substitutes:** Include calcium phosphate,
calcium sulfate, and bioglass used alone or in combination (e.g., OsteoGraf
(DENTSPLY FriadentCeraMed, Lakewood, Colo), Norian SRS (Synthes,
Inc, West Chester, Pa), ProOsteon [Interpore Cross International, Irvine,
Calif), Osteoset (Wright Medical Technology, Inc, Arlington, Tenn)].

**Polymer-based bone graft substitutes:** Degradable and nondegradable
polymers are used alone or in combination with other materials (e.g.,
Cortoss (Orthovita, Inc, Malvern, Pa), open porosity polyactic acid
polymer (OPLA), Immix (Osteobiologics, Inc, San Antonio, Tex)).

**Miscellaneous:** Various unconventional marine biomaterials are also
in use as bone graft substitute which includes coral, chitosan, sponge
skeleton etc.

Bone grafts and their substitutes can also be divided into osteoinductive
agents, osteoconductive agents and osteogenic agents.

**Osteoinductive agents** are generally proteins, which induce
differentiation of undifferentiated stem cells to osteogenic cells or induce
stem cells to proliferate

**Osteoconduction** is the process whereby microscopic and macroscopic
scaffold is provided for inward migration of cellular elements involved
in bone formation (e.g., mesenchymal cells, osteoblasts, osteoclasts,
and vasculature).

**Osteogenesis** in a general sense, osteogenesis refers to bone formation
with no indication of cellular origin: new bone may originate from live
cells in the graft or cells of host origin [10].

Autogenous bone grafts are still considered the gold standard inbonhe
regeneration procedures. However, donor site morbidity, unpredictable
resorption, limited quantities available, and the need to include additional
surgical sites are drawbacks related to autografts that have intensified the
search for suitable alternatives. Bone-substitute materials have increased
in popularity as adjuncts to or replacements for autografts in bone
augmentation procedures to overcome the limitations related to the use
of autografts [7].

Autogenous bone harvesting is the acquisition of a specific quantity,
quality, and contour of bone required for the reconstruction. Many donor
sites are available for obtaining small to moderate volumes of bone for
maxillofacial reconstruction. These include the calvarium, iliac crest, the
rib, tibia, mandibular symphysis, coronoid process, maxillary tuberosity
and so on [11–19].

These harvest sites differ on the basis of their embryological
characteristics (endochondral vs. intramembranous ossification),
types of bone (cancellous vs. cortical), morphological and physical
characteristics, the morbidity associated with harvest from the specific
donor site, the volume of graft to be obtained, and the rate of their
resorption. The desirable characteristics of a bone graft are sufficient
volume, minimal donor-site morbidity, obtaining intramembranous
bone with high cortical component, proximity to the recipient site,
cease of harvesting and achieving of reproducibleand good results, and
minimal resorption rate [20].

The choice of autogenous donor site is markedly influenced by two
important considerations; namely, the quantity of bone required at the

The concept of interpositional or "sandwich" grafting is based on the theory that bone placed between 2 pieces of pedicled bone with internal cancellous bone will undergo rapid and complete healing and graft incorporation. Schettler [25] proposed the "sandwich-technique" for vertical augmentation of the mandible, involving a horizontal osteotomy of the mandible, leaving the lingual soft tissue attachments. The cephalic bone was raised, and autogenous grafting material was inserted in the defect, healing with minimal bone resorption, regardless of the interpositional graft material used.

Interpositional osteotomies in the alveolar bone heal with rapid vascularization and bone remodelling in the bone gap. After 12 weeks, the interpositional grafts were almost indistinguishable from the surrounding native bone. When performing an interpositional osteotomy and moving the mobilized alveolar bone segment vertically, the clinician must decide on the optimal material to graft the defect. Cancellous/particulate marrow grafts have shown more rapid vascularization and more osteogenic activity compared with autogenous block grafts [26].

Rationale behind Bone Expansion Techniques

Ridge splitting and expansion makes use of visco-elastic properties of bone. Bone is a biologically privileged tissue in that it has the capacity to undergo regeneration as a part of the repair process. When the clinician is persevering and allows ample time for the manipulation of the bone, it can eventually be modeled towards the desired location. Careful manual manipulation is more important than merely tapping with the surgical mallet [27].

Displacement of the osseous segment results in positioning of a healthy portion of bone into a previously deficient site. Because the soft tissue is left attached to the transported segment, the movement of the bone also results in expansion of the soft tissue adjacent to the bone segment, improving both the hard and soft tissue contour. At the original location of the segment is left a regeneration chamber which has a natural capacity to heal by filling with bone, instead of fibrous tissue. This is a function of the surrounding, healthy cancellous bone walls and location within the skeletal functional matrix. As a result, the alveolar housing, including the osseous and soft tissue components is enlarged in a single, simultaneous process [28].

This technique will permit placement of regular sized implants through the expanded ridge crest. This bone segment is not regenerated or grafted tissue; it is native, mature bone which is an ideal situation to deal with. The success of the bone manipulation procedures relies on maintaining the integrity of the labial wall, which occurs as long as the periosteum remains intact. Since 80% of the blood supply is from the periosteum, we feel the high degree of the success in expanding very thin ridges is due to our ability to manipulate the thin cortical bone without disrupting the periosteal attachment to this bone [27,28].

So often during bone splitting or expansion, the periosteum is not raised and it remains encasing the bone to provide blood supply and physical support. Its elastic nature allows the bone to spread and expand and at the same time contains all the micro-fractures that may occur. In fact intact periosteum acts as a barrier membrane and makes the fractures heal very well because of the intact blood supply [29].
Objective of Ridge Expansion

The lateral ridge expansion technique is aimed at the creation of a new implant bed by longitudinal osteotomy of the alveolar bone. The buccal cortex is repositioned laterally using a greenstick fracture, and the space between the buccal and lingual cortical plates is filled with autologous, allogenic, alloplastic graft material or without any graft material. The lateral ridge expansion technique is usually performed simultaneously with implant placement and significantly shortens the treatment time [27].

In the ridge splitting procedure, the corticotomies can be performed using sharp chisel, round bur, fissure bur, diamond disk, reciprocal saw, or piezoelectric device or laser (erbium: yttrium-aluminum-garnet, erbium, chromium-doped: yttrium-scandium-gallium-garnet) [27].

The piezoelectric saw is safer and more precise than the conventional rotary bur or reciprocal saw when performing osteotomies. Piezoelectric devices use ultrasonic microvibrations to create an osteotomy, and these microvibrations make selective bone cuts possible without soft tissue damage. Moreover, more precise cuts can be performed and a severely narrow ridge of 2 to 3 mm can be osteotomized [29].

The erbium: yttrium-aluminum-garnet laser allows increased haemostasis, improved visibility during surgery, a reduced incidence of infection, and reduced patient discomfort postoperatively when applied to soft and hard tissue [30].

In the mandible, the risk of malfracture of the osteomized segment is great because the mandibular bone has less flexibility and a thicker cortical plate. Ridge expansion with simultaneous implant placement has resulted in several complications such as a lack of initial stability for the implants, fracture of the buccal segmented bone, and compromised implant placement in the buccolingual and apicocoronal direction [29].

The lateral ridge expansion technique is very effective for horizontal augmentations in severely atrophic posterior mandibular ridges. In the mandibular ridge, which has low bone quality and a thin cortex, immediate lateral ridge expansion can be a useful procedure. Delayed lateral ridge expansion can be used more safely and predictably in patients with high bone quality and a thick cortex and narrower ridge in the mandible to avoid complete fracture of the buccal segments. In addition, delayed ridge expansion is recommended when the initial stability of the implants is poor [27].

Distraction Osteogenesis

In alveolar DO, in line with the basic principles of tissue engineering, gradual traction of the pedicled bone fragment is followed by simultaneous osteogenesis (bone) and histogenesis (functional soft tissue matrix). This permits shortening of the overall treatment period and earlier placement of implants which show success rates comparable to implants placed in native alveolar bone [31].

In view of its numerous advantages, DO may be considered a treatment option in diverse conditions unfavorable for implant placement, but both basic and clinical research demonstrates that alveolar DO still has significant limitations. After many years of widespread application of DO in the alveolar ridge there is still significant disagreement about various treatment parameters, such as surgical technique, type of distraction device and minimal bone height necessary to perform the distraction. There is a lack of evidence regarding appropriate DO protocols, maximum possible augmentation distance and long-term implant success rates. In the posterior region, DO was applied more frequently in the mandible than in the maxilla, to permit the placement of implants with increased length and reduced crown height [31].

The surgical procedure for vertical alveolar bone distraction is relatively simple. However, some problems have been encountered during distraction due to surgical technique or anatomical situations. The first problem is resistance during rotation of the device. This phenomenon is partly due to tension from the soft tissue but mainly due to lateral friction of the bone surface between the transport segment and the alveolar bone, especially when the vertical osteotomy line is formed in a parallel shape rather than a divergent shape toward the alveolar crest [31].

In some commercial intrasosseous distractors, the transport segment is unstable and this floating segment may be displaced to the lingual side during the distraction period. This is because the resistance of the soft tissue on the lingual side of the muscles on the floor of the mouth, and intact periosteum [31].

The surgical procedure for horizontal alveolar bone distraction (widening) is more complicated than the vertical distraction. Alveolar widening by DO has not become a standard procedure. The main reason for this may be the small number of commercially available distractors and the small number of clinical reports [32].

In fact, only a few alveolar widening distractors are commercially available. Most reported techniques for alveolar widening are designed based on the same concept. With this concept, the anchorage for the distraction screw, which penetrates the distraction segment, is made at the palatal or lingual cortex and the segment moves toward the lateral side by twisting off movements of the screw-rod. Watzak et al. showed a simple procedure based on the above concept in which the penetrated long mini screw simply moves the segment by the cortex anchorage [32].

Future Perspective

In contrast to the favourable aspects of autologous bone, the search for alternatives has been motivated by the drawbacks of the harvesting procedure. A challenging, biological driven method is to mimic a bone to allow the development of a three-dimensional autologous bone substitute.

Tissue Engineering blends regenerative medicine and surgery, with its three basic components being scaffold, cells, and signaling molecules. Tissue regeneration and functional restoration are achieved through the implantation of cells and tissue developed outside the body or the promotion of cells growth in an implanted matrix.

Stem cells play vital roles in the repair of every organ and tissue through their capacity for self-renewal and differentiation. Stem cells can self-renew and produce different cell types, thus providing new strategies to regenerate missing tissues and treat diseases [33-38].

Mesenchymal stem/stromal cells (MSCs) are now an excellent candidate for tissue replacement therapies, and tissue engineering approaches and chair-side cellular grafting approaches using autologous MSCs represent the clinical state of the art for stem-cell-based alveolar bone regeneration. Basic studies have revealed that cross talk between implanted donor cells and recipient immune cells play a key role in determining clinical success that may involve the recently observed immunomodulatory properties of MSCs [33-38].

In the field of dentistry, especially in the clinic, material-based reconstruction without major surgical procedures was the main approach to treatment; however, emerging stem cell technologies and the requirements of alveolar ridge augmentation associated with implant dentistry have expanded the clinical concept to include stem-cell-based regeneration. Stem cell technologies have even permitted dental scientists to imagine the development of bioengineered teeth to replace the patient’s missing teeth. Furthermore, “dental stem cell banking” is already on the market for possible future use in regenerative therapies [33-38].
Management of Horizontal Ridge Defects

These cases have adequate alveolar bone height but inadequate width. The deficiency is most commonly on the facial surface of the mandible. The planning of these cases should include physical and radiographic examination. The site and the planned implant diameter dictate the amount of bone required. For most segmental deficiencies in the mandible, autogenous grafts can be harvested from the symphysis or ramus [39,40].

Recipient site preparation is critical for predictable incorporation of block graft and includes decortication and perforation into underlying marrow. This preparation provides access for trabecular bone blood vessels to the graft and accelerates revascularization. There is also massive platelet release along with associated growth factors and osteogenic cells. Finally, graft union to the underlying host bone is accomplished more readily, which allows for intimate contact to facilitate graft incorporation [11].

Decortication creates an outline for close graft approximation. Bone furnishing with a large round bur from crest of ridge to approximately 4 to 5 mm apically is done initially. Decortication continues apically with a straight fissure bur in a more aggressive fashion to create extra walls to the defect in the form of a rectangular inlay preparation [11].

With localized horizontal augmentation, where the vertical height is adequate, and only width is lacking, particulate graft material can be used and protected with a membrane. To reconstruct horizontal deficiency of the mandibular alveolus with particulate graft, the principles of graft protection during the healing phase are important. The particulate graft placed and then covered with a membrane. The choice of particulate graft material becomes important if a non-rigid membrane is used. The particulate graft must have some strength to resist deformation [39-41].

Established treatment modalities for horizontal defects include, in addition to augmentation with autologous bone, the use of bone-expansion (bone-splitting) techniques and guided bone regeneration (GBR). Bone expansion as sole treatment requires sufficiently flexible oral and vestibular bone lamellae, so this approach is suitable only where reconstructive needs are moderate.

For localized horizontal defects, GBR has shown results comparable to those obtained with autologous bone. Slow-resorbing bone substitutes and membranes or non-absorbable barrier membranes are recommended for more extensive GBR procedures and for augmentation outside the envelope of the ridge [24,42-44].

Note that higher infection rates were found when augmenting extended defects with non-absorbable membranes and bone substitutes than for autologous bone block grafts. Collagen membranes are associated with lower complication rates than non-absorbable membranes, but should maintain longer absorption time in the case of larger augmentation volumes. To improve the osteogenic potential of the augmentation material, the admixture of natural bone (e.g. chips obtained while preparing the implant bed) is recommended. For medium and extended augmentation outside the contour, "tent-pole technique", may be considered [23,24,42-45].

The edentulous horizontally deficient mandible can be treated with multiple local grafts or bone from distant sites. Because of the large amount of bone needed, harvest from a distant site is usually indicated.

Distraction osteogenesis can be used via different techniques. Ridge widening using punch-tip pilots or implant analogue can be used successfully. This procedure expands the alveolar ridge by using successive wedging of smooth surface implant analogue that is inserted in between the 2 surgically split cortices and driven in by circular motion.

Transverse alveolar distraction devices include the following: Laster crest device, Multidirectional osteodistraction device, and Extension crest device.

Laster crest device

This device consists of 2 parallel metal arches; each has 1 horizontal plate and 2 vertical sharp blades that are inserted into the alveolar crest. The 2 horizontal plates are connected together by 2 sliding pins and 2 laterally positioned activation screws. Activation gradually separates the 2 arches, thereby expanding the alveolar crest [46].

Multidirectional osteodistraction device

This tooth-supported device can provide simultaneous vertical and horizontal distraction if needed. Bicortical bone segment is separated from the alveolar ridge by 1 horizontal and 2 vertical osteotomies. Then, intraosseous anchor abutments are inserted into the bone segment, anchored against the basal bone. Activation of the device results in controlled vertical and horizontal movement of the bone segment relative to the surrounding teeth onto which the device is anchored [47].

Extension crest device

This device consists of 2 arms that are apically hinged together and crestally connected by a threaded pin that passes transversely through 1 arm to abut against the other. Activation of the screw pushes the crestal ends of 1 arm away from the other around the apical hinge. The device is installed vertically through the alveolar crest after splitting the buccal cortex from the lingual by 2 vertical osteotomies connected by a horizontal crestal osteotomy [47].

Management of Vertical Ridge Defects

Vertical augmentation of the alveolar ridge is more difficult than horizontal augmentation. There is concern when expanding the soft tissue envelope vertically there is an increased risk of graft exposure. A second concern is the adequate adaptation of the bone graft, which is critical for graft success [11].

Site preparation for vertical augmentation requires only crestal bone furnishing to create bone bleeders followed by perforations into marrow. Many of these alveolar ridges are deficient in height and width and may require flattening for better graft adaptation. If thin cortical grafts are harvested, then a stack technique is used to achieve the desired result. This technique involves the mortising of the graft to the ridge surface and the placement of multiple block grafts stacked on one another to achieve height. The graft is secured with a bone screw or by dental implants. A second technique is to augment the defect with a single cortico-cancellous block that adequately replaces the desired amount of bone [11].

Due to the increased difficulty of soft-tissue management and the need to stabilize the augmentation material, treating vertical defects is more demanding than treating strictly horizontal defects. Possible options include, in addition to autologous bone block graft, stabilizing systems such as titanium-reinforced ePTFE membranes, -`positioning screws (tent-pole technique) or screw fixations for allogeneic blocks [23,44-45].

Osteoconductive bone substitutes in onlay apposition technique may be used in combination with autologous bone and non-absorbable membranes, and remain limited to situations with minor vertical augmentation requirements. Larger defects may be treated with application of biomaterials in sandwich-technique, where bone formation is supported from both crestal and basal bone matrix after horizontal split osteotomy [42,44-45].

Interpositional osteotomies in the alveolar bone heal with rapid vascularization and bone remodelling in the bone gap. After 12 weeks, the interpositional grafts were almost indistinguishable from the surrounding native bone [26].

When performing an interpositional osteotomy and moving the...
mobilized alveolar bone segment vertically, the clinician must decide on the optimal material to graft the defect. Cancellous/particulate marrow grafts have shown more rapid vascularization and more osteogenic activity compared with autogenous block grafts [26].

The surgical procedure for vertical alveolar bone distraction is relatively simple. However, problems have been encountered during distraction due to surgical technique or anatomical situations. The first problem is resistance during rotation of the device. This phenomenon is partly due to tension from the soft tissue but mainly due to lateral friction of the bone surface between the transport segment and the alveolar bone, especially when the vertical osteotomy line is formed in a parallel shape rather than a divergent shape toward the alveolar crest [49].

In some commercial intraosseous distractors the transport segment is unstable and this floating segment may be displaced to the lingual side during the distraction period. This is because the resistance of the soft tissue on the lingual side of the muscles on the floor of the mouth, and intact periosteum [49].

Distraction osteogenesis for the molar region using existing commercial devices has limited indications, such as difficult control of direction, occlusal disturbance from the device, instability of transport segment, loss of callus at second surgery, and infection through the device, which may lead to an unsatisfactory result. Moreover, some of these distractors cannot be used at the molar region of severe mandibular atrophy because minimum height of bone above mandibular canal is needed for placement of the device [49].

Management of Combined Defects

Bone defects that arise after dental extraction usually result in both horizontal and vertical bone loss. With time, the soft tissue shrinks concomitantly with the bone, making large augmentations difficult.

Bone grafting is one of the methods for augmentation of the combined (vertical and horizontal) defects. Nevertheless, there are two main limitations of bone grafting: one is the lack of soft tissue to cover the new volume of bone resulting in graft exposure and the second is lack of surface area in contact with the graft to allow incorporation and revascularization. This means increase the graft volume result in greater distance of the surface of the graft from a blood supply.

The autogenous J-graft addresses both dimensions (vertical and horizontal) in the localized combined alveolar ridge defects. While in case of extensive combined ridge defects, more complicated graft procedures will require [50].

The problem of lack of enough soft tissue to cover the graft can be overcome by the distraction osteogenesis. When performing distraction osteogenesis of combined defects, some overexpansion with subsequent subtractive adjustment of the compromised horizontal areas is feasible. Extensive horizontal and vertical bone resorption without bone walls can usually only be treated with autologous bone grafts, since the augmentation bed will not offer enough osteogenic potential for substitute material application only.

Conclusions

On the basis of available data it is difficult to conclude that a particular surgical procedure offered better outcome as compared to another. Hence the practical use of the available bone augmentation procedures for dental implants depends on the clinician's preference in general and the clinical findings in the patient in particular.

Surgical techniques that reduce trauma, preserve and augment the alveolar ridge represent key areas in the goal to optimize implant results.

Future biosynthetic bone implants may obviate the need for autologous bone grafts. There is increasing interest in combining an osteoconductive protein in an osteoconductive carrier medium to facilitate timed-release delivery and/or to provide a material scaffold for bone formation. Further, advances in tissue engineering, "the integration of the biological, physical and engineering sciences" will generate new carrier constructs that repair, regenerate and restore tissue to its functional state.

Finally, as researchers continue to find new materials and biologic approaches to bone repair, the future of bone graft substitutes continues to be an expanding topic of interest.
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